The EBC states that the incident electric field E ' (r) at a point r inside the medium (assumed to be linear and isotropic} satisfies the relation" E ' (r) + -V x [n xE(r')]G, (r -r')dS'+ -n x[V' x E(r')]G, (r -r')dS' --V n E(r')G, (r -r')dS' =0, 4n s+ (~r~&i) elko] r r')/~r-ko = (d/C . The medium occupies the domain V bounded by the surface S. The fields which appear in the remaining terms of (1) are the fields at a point just outside the medium. n is the unit normal to the surface S pointing from inside to outside the medium. The normal component of the field which appears in (1) is usually eliminated by taking curl curl of (1), and hence E~'~(r) +; x fn x[V' xE(r')]] G, (r -r')dS' + -V x [n xE(r')]Go(r -r')dS' =0.
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In this form the EBC involves only the tangential components of the electric field and the magnetic field. For the case of a perfect conductor (2) reduces to
where J is the surface current defined by nxH(+) =(4w/c)J. This is the form used by Waterman in his treatment of scattering from perfectly conducting bodies.
Pattanayakand Wolf" " derived a, generalization of the Ewald-Oseen extinction theorem. Their extinction theorem is valid for an arbitrary material medium. The generalized extinction theorem reads as El'(r)+, VxVx dS' E(r') ' (r -r') -G,(r -r') 4mko s--4m nV'~P r' +ikonxM r' -J Qo r-r') =o, 4) 1168 where P and M represent, respectively, the polarization and magnetization of the medium and J is the surface current. The fields which appear in (4} are at a point just inside the medium. It has been assumed that no external charges and currents are present. The magnetic field also satisfies a relation analogous to the EBC and the extinction theorem. The results are similar to (2) and (4). Once the surface fields are known from Maxwell's equations and (2) or (4), the scattered fields can be obtained from
The equivalence of the EBC and the Ewald-Qseen extinction theorem is trivial for the case of a perfectly conducting body as E(-) = 0, P = M= 0. In this case it is easily seen that (4) and (6) reduce, respectively, to (2) and (5).
In the more general case such an equivalence is expected to hold as both (2) and (4) describe essentially the cancellation of the incident field with the surface fields, i.e. (2) [ (4)] are the constraints on the surface fields, which in turn determine the scattered fields via (5) [ (6)]. To establish the equivalence, we proceed as follows. We recall that the extinction theorem has been derived by a suitable application of the vectorial form of the Green's theorem and by using the conventional Maxwell boundary conditions. This has led to the equations" " E "(r) + -dS'{n x[V' x E(r')]~G(r', r) +[n x E(r')]~V ' x p(r', r)j =0, 47 $.
E" (r) = -dS'{n x[V' xE(r')]~G(r', r) +[nxE(r')]~V ' xG(r', r)). 4m s
Here G is the free-space dyadic Green's function defined by G(r, ')=((~-, v ir}G(r-'). ' 0 (7)
In Eqs. (7) and (8) E and V xE are fields at points just outside the medium. On simplification (7) and (8) lead to (4} and (6) . Equation (7) is in a form which is convenient to establish its equivalence with the EBC
(1). Note that the term (nxE)~VxG(r, r') can be written as {[nxE(r')]~V ' x G(r', r)), = g [nxE(r')], e, », 6)"Go(r -r')
On substituting (10) and (11) in (7) we get (note that VG, =-V'G, }
Q =ko
[nx(V' xE(r'))] V'Go(r -r')dS'.
$+ Equation (13) 
It could be seen that (16) 
